In parts I and II, cf.
In parts I and II, cf.
[S], [6] and also [7] , of this series of papers we constructed a universal p-typical one dimensional commutative formal group and a universal one dimensional commutative formal group. The extraordinary cohomology theories BP (Brown-Peterson cohomology) and MU (complex cobordism cohomology) are complex oriented and hence define one dimensional formal groups over BP&t) and MU&t) respectively. Cf. [l] . These formal groups are respectively p-typically universal and universal. Cf. [1] , [3] , [4] and [18] . Let &&BP and pMU denote these formal groups. The iogarithms of the formal groups prpp and pMU are known, cf.
[17], and have a very simple expression in terms of the cobordism classes of the complex projective spaces. Using the formulas for the logarithms of the universal formal groups of [S] and [6] one then obtains a free polynomial basis for BP&t) and MU&t) in terms of the classes of the complex projective spaces. This is the subject matter of Sections 2, 3 below.
In [S] we also constructed a universal isomorphism between p-typical formal groups. The associated map Z[ VI, V2, . . . ] -+ Z[ VI, V2, . . . ; Z, Tz, . . . ] (when localized at p) can be identified with the right unit map pR : BP,(ptj+ BP,(BP) of the Hopf algebra BP&BP).
ln Sections 4, 5 belo-w, we use the universal isomorphism of [S] to obtain a recursive description of the homomorphism qR. This description is useful in the calculation of various BP cohomology operatio s, cf. Sections 6,7 below. To obtain this recursive description of qR we need an isomorphism formula (Section 5 below) which is also useful in the theory of formal groups itself, cf. part III of f8].
Finally in Section 8, we use the universal isoinorphism and the functional equation lemma of [S] to derive the main theorem of [20] . All formal groups in this paper will be commutative and one dimensional. Some of the results of this paper were announced in [7] , [ 111.
The formal groups aI complex cobordism and Brown-Peterson cohomology
2.1. Complex oriented cohomology . theories. Let h * be a complex oriented cohomology theory (defined on finite CW complexes); and let e"(L) denote the Euler class in h *(X) of a complex line bundle L over X. Cf. [3, part I[, OS] , [ 1, part II, 521, or c] 19] for a definition of "complex oriented".
For complex line bundles L1, L2 one has (2.1.1) eh(L1@ Lz) = 2 +eh(LJeh(L# ii
with a# E h &t), and by naturality the coefficients aij do not depend on L1 and Lz. So we have a well-defined formal power series
which in fact defines a (one dimensional commutative) formal group over h &t) by commutativity and associativity of tensor products and naturality of Euler classes.
2.2. The formal groups of MU and BP. Choose a prime number p. Let MU stand for the complex cobordism spectrum and BP for the Brown-Peterson spectrum associated to the prime number p. These theories are complex oriented. Let pMU and psp be the associated formal groups. Cf. ' [ 11, [3] , [19] . Let lognnu and logBe be their logarithmic series, i.e. 
Generators for BP&t).
Choose a prime number p. Let fv (X) be the power series defined by formula (2.2.1) in [5] (cf. also [7] ) and let Fv (X, Y) = fG*(fv (X)+ fv (Y)). According to Theorems 2.3 and 2.8 of [S] plied to the coefficients of fo (X) gives the coefficients of gMU(X). Applying C$ to (3.2.2) and writing ui, i = 1,2, . . . for ()i( vi) we find elements u2, u3, . An MU&t) which constitute a free polynomial basis for MU&t) and which are related to the HZ, = (n + 1)'[CP"J by the formula
These are the same generators as those written down by Kozma [14] . Note that the 
is (F, (X, Y), a, t(X), F", t(X, Y)).

The homomorphism Vi I-+ Pi. Fv,T (X, Y) is a p-typical formal group over Z[ V; T]. By the universality of Fv(X, Y) there are therefore unique polynomials Vi E Z[ V; T] such that F,T (X, Y) = Fv (x, Y). Note that the Vi have their coefficients in Z not just in ZtpJ.
We have just defined a homomorphism 
T], vi I+ vi.
A more functorial way of looking at this homomorphism is as .follows. Let F : Z~p,-.~41g+ Sets be the functor which associates to a (PI -algebra A the set of all p-typical formal groups over is represented by tp, [V] , (by the universality of. Fv (X, Y)). There are two nattgral functor morphims I + F, viz. 
The isomorphism formula
The next thing we want to do is to give a recursion formuIa for the polynomials vi, and hence atso a recursive description of qR : BP&t)+ BP,(BP). To do so we first need a formula relating the R and the Vi which is also useful in its own right, especially when discussing reductions and liftings of formal groups and isomorphisms of formal groups. Cf [8, parts III and V].
5.1. Let ai = ai (V) be defined by (3.1.2) and write & for ai (V, T), cf. (4.1.3). Then we have fV (8) = c aiXP' and fV. T (X) = c iiiXp' and because fv. T (X) = PV (X), the & are given by the same formula (3.1.2) with bars over all the symbols occurring.
.e, In addition we define (5.1*2) 2:;) = ( VP'T$'"' -Tf' Vr"'), 5.2. Propodtion.
Proof. Using (4.1.3), (3.1.2) and (5.1.1) we have 
. , v& if E = Al + (p -I)A,-r +p(d,++ ~~~~~3(~~~=U)~~~~ve (a) rE (v~) = 0 mod~p+2) if 11 E (1 zs p" -I and E not ~~u~~ to A, orb 1 + pA,+, (b) rE avow = p if E = A,,$ (c) rE (&a) = -pp mod~p+2) if E = ~d,-~ + Al. FG~ 82 a 3 (and I = 1) we heave (a) rE (2~~) = 0 mod~p+l) if p" -r>tfEIt~p'*-pandEnotequaltopb,-,or At + (p -l)iL + p&-z,
0) & (q,) = Vt(l -p'-') mod(p*+') if E = pL, (c) rE (&a) = -ppvl modQP+') if E = Al f (p -l)A,-I+ pdn-2* (iv) For n = 1 we have r&1) = J@* (v) For n = 2 we have (a) rE (v2) = 0 if II E 11 s p* -p and E not equal to 42, @I, (p + %h, (b) rE (~2) = p if E = Aa, (c) FE (02) = -pp if E ==(p+l)AI, (d) rE (~2) = (1 -pp-' -p')Vt if E = pd.
The proof of this lemma goes in several steps.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. (iv) an (v). We have (6.3.1) i& = vl + psr, (6.3.2) i5j2 = -p-'(v, + ptl)(vl+ pt*y + p-%&+ vz + vdf'+ p?**
Parts (iv) and (v) of Lemma 6.2 folIow immediately from this.
6.
(6.4.1) 0" = vn + ptn -pPtltL modbp+*, z.,~,. . . , II,,-& Formula (6.3.2) takes care of the case n = 2. Now suppose that n 3 3. Because an_& = 0 mod@,, * . . , v,,:;) for k = 1, . . . , n -1 we see from (53.1) that n-l fin z vfi +pr, -c tjo'&9 j-1 \ Now by induction we can assume that i&-j = p&-j -ppt,t:-j-1 modQP2, vr, . . . , v,,+) for j = 1,. . . , n -2 and ii1 = ptl mod(pp"2, ul, . . , , o,_~). Formula (64.1) now follows directly.
Part (ii) of Lemma 6.2 follows from (6.4.1) because of (6.1.1). and & (C,,) is homogeneous of weight p" -1 -11 E 11 G p' -1, where vi has weight Pi -1. In particular this means that cE (fin) cannot involve any Vi with i > I and that the only terms of cE (Cm) involving vl are of the form dv, with d E 2. Now 
an+ = c p-'vsa~p~!-,. s=l
Substituting this in (53.1) and using the remarks just made we obtain, because a-k-l =O mod (v,, v2,. . .) 
where the congruence is mod (vl,. . . , vi-,) . Now by (6.4.1) -pr4r It follows from (6.5.3), (6.54) and the fact that cE (a,,) is homogeneous of weight s p' -1 that (6.5.5)
where the congruence is mod(pP+') (and 11 E 112 p" -p), and where the congruence is mod(pp+', vl,. . . , u,-~) (and 11 E 113 p" -p') . It remains to calculate cE (fjg$'-j) for j = 1, . . . , n -1. We distinguish three cases: A) j > n -I; B)
j=n-1; C) j>n-1.
case A. Cakulatfon of CE (fjis~!-i) for j > n -1.
In this case we have n -j < l and hence by (6.4.1) that iifi+ = pt"-, -pPtlfn-l mod(vl, . . . , ~~-~,p~+') and as I s n -1, j > n -12 it follows that (6.6.1) CE (tju'c'-J s 0 mod(pp+', VI, . . . , s_l) if j > t'i -1.
caS;e B. CakuhtiOn Of cE (Z&jf'"-'
).
In this case we have by (6.4.1) that 6, S vl + ptr -pPt& mod(v*, . . . , vi+, p"").
Because 11 E II Z= p" -p' and vl has weight p' -1 it follows that cE (fn-lo:"-') = cE (t,-,@t, -PPt,f:_I)Pm-') (6.7.1)
(pt, -P'Pt,tf-$+').
And we see that We then have where F1,. . . , F, is the set of all exponent sequences of weight s p"-' -1 and the sum is over all (sr, . . . , s,,,) such that s1 + a . . + s, = p', s, E N U (01. The only terms of (6.8.3) which can contribute to cE-Ai(f'jt!-j) are those with 11 slF1 + . . . + smFfix II = IlE -Aj 112 p" -p' -pj + 1. This means that there must be at least one 4;; with IIfi II> p"'-' -p', for which si# 0. Indeed if all fi with s& 0 were of wclght s PR-j -p' then we would have ~)~~F~+...+s~F~I)~p'(p"-~-p')=p"-p'*'< p"-p'--p'+l because Ial, jai. We can therefore assume that II F'J a P "? -p' + 1. By induction (with respect to n) we have that r~,(t),,-,)= 0 modtiP+', ~1,. . . f v& except in the following cases: Case C1: n -j Zz 3, F1 = A,-), Case Cz: n-j22 3, Fl = @,+, + A,, Case C3: n-j-2, Fl=A2, .)Al.
In cases C2 and C, we have rFl(~,+i) = 0 mod pS And it follows that cP,'_,= 0 mod@P"') in these cases because either s1 > 1 or s1 = 1 and then the binomial coefficient is divisible by p. So we are left with the cases C, and CS where F1 = A,+. Suppose that there is an i~2withI~F,II>p"-'-n',s~#O,F~fA,-~, then by the previous reasoning we find a contribution = 0 mod(ilyP*', q, . . . , s_l). The only terms which can contribute something # 0 mod (pP", ur,. . . , vi-,) are therefore of the fOl?ll (6.8.53
if i 22 and s,#O.
We then have
and we must have (6.8.7) Ils,F,+...+s,F,I)q=p'-p'+l.
If j a2 then pl+' 2 p'+* + p1 +p' -p for all I 2 1 and it follows that (6.8.6) and (6.8.7) can simultaneously hold only if s1 2,~ + 1. But then rFl(tl,-j )II = 0 mod pp+* so that we find no contributions $0 modQP', ul, . . . , v,_~) of the form (6.8.4) if j a 2. Now suppose that j = 1, i.e. Fl = A,-+ Then we find from (6.8.6) and (6.8.7) that we. must have sl s p -1. If s1 a p + 1 then we again find something = 0 modtip+'), so we are left with two subcases of C, and C3 vii:.
Case Now let p" -p'-' > 11 E 113 p" -p'. Then because I 2 2 only case (iii) of Lemma 6.9 applies and we find that cE (8") = 0 mod (p*", vl,. . . , z+,) except when E = piA,-, or E=Al+(p-l)A,-I+p'A n-l-1 and in these two cases cE (Cn) is respectively congruent to ZIP and -ppvr.
Proof of Lemma 6.2 (iii). Conclusion. According to (6.55) we have mod@*+')
Now let p" -1> II E 112 p" -p. Then only case (iii) of Lemma 6.9 applies and we find that cE (&) = 0 mod(p*+') except when E = PA~.-~ or E = A, + (p -l)Aw + p&-z and in these two cases cE (&) is respectively congruent to (1 -P*-~)v~ and -ppvI.
.12. Lemma 6.2 is now completely proved. PJ that cases (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.9 deal with exponent sequences E with I = p" -1, which are therefore covered by part (ii) of Lemma 6.2. Proof. Obvious.
The linear part of the Brown-Peterson cohomology
7s.
f of Theorem 7.1. Theorem 7.1 is proved by induction, the case rs = 1 being trivial. Given formula (7.1 .I) for all k C n, we have that i& = vk mod(TI, T *, . . . ) :to that we can apply Lemma 7.4. Substituting the result in (7.3.19 tl.2n proves (7.1.1). This corollary can be used to give a noncohomological proof of the Lubin-Tate formal moduli theorem. Cf. [8, part V] . Warning: the starting formula (2.2.1) in [8, part V] is not correct and should be replaced with ('X9.1) above; the proof of ihe_ Lubin-Tate Theorem remains mutatis mutandis the same. 
